
LET´S CREATE YOUR 

ABSTRACT
1. Check what a MIND MAP is

2. Follow the steps in SLIDE 12

3. Do your own Mind map based on your project

4. If you get questions use the e-mail

5. Send it to the e-mail: diemenglish20@gmail.com



MIND MAPPING
VISUAL REVISION TECHNIQUES



WHY YOU SHOULD REVISE

 Your short term memory can only hold 7 

bits of information at a time- revision 

helps reinforce your learning to help you 

prepare for your exams. 

 Within 30 days, we only remember 20% 

of the information learnt!

 Without revision you will have wasted 2 

years of your entire life!



What are mind maps? 

 Mind maps are not spider diagrams.

 A mind map is a diagram used to represent 
themes of understanding linked a central key 
word or idea

 Mind maps are, by definition, a graphical 
method of taking notes. Their visual basis 
helps one to distinguish words or ideas, 
often with colours and symbols.

 They generally take a hierarchical or tree 
branch format, with ideas branching into 
their subsections



Key features of mind maps

 The process starts around a central idea or 
picture

 Key themes are established through 
branches with sub branches

 Key terminology is used

 Single words or phrases

 Themes are connected through colours

 Images reinforce meaning

 It allows you to freely associate and link 
ideas





Not just pretty pictures

Mind mapping is about the ability to analyse 

and make connections, to use knowledge 

effectively, to solve problems and think 

effectively. 

It requires skill to search out meaning and 

impose structure. 

. 





A challenging technique

 Mind maps provide a method of 

structuring note taking which moves away 

from extracting or re-working 

information. The creation of a mind map is 

challenging, creative and interpretative. It 

requires an interaction and understanding 

of new information which can be missing 

from conventional approaches







How to create a mind map

“YOUR ABSTRACT”                   

Steps
1. Start with a large piece of paper in a 

landscape position.  (Hoja Horizontal)

2.Create a large colourful central image to 

identify the name of your project. (En el 

centro el nombre del Proyecto y/o imagen)

3.Create main branches for ideas (Cree 

ramas que salgan del centro. Cada rama una 

idea principal del Proyecto)

4. Use key words (Utilice palabras clave del 

Proyecto)

BACK





Mind Mapping Basics



How to create a mind map

 Use from 3 to 5 ideas in each branch.(Use 

de 3 a 5 ideas en cada aspecto o rama)

 Use images that remind you of the key 

topics ( you don’t have to be an artist)

 Use arrows and symbols to connect ideas

 If you have questions to the e-mail.

SEND YOUR MIND MAP TO :

diemenglish20@gmail.com

JULIO

mailto:diemenglish20@gmail.com












EXAMPLES!













http://www.learning-tech.co.uk/CRM.html


http://www.mindmapart.com/global-understanding-mind-map-shubham-kumar-singh





